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https://www.stuff.co.nz/national/300717321/the-
nz-proud-boys-say-theyre-just-friends-but-the-
truth-is-more-disturbing





https://baggioandrea.com/dark-web/
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Google searches versus tweets versus news 
coverage regarding Hurricane Harvey and Houston

https://www.forbes.com/sites/kalevleetaru/2019/02/26/is-twitter-really-faster-than-the-news/?sh=10622dbb1cf7



https://www.orfonline.org/research/twitter-diplomacy-a-brief-analysis-60462/

Twiplomacy is the use of social network and 

microblogging website, Twitter, by heads of 

state, leaders of intergovernmental 

organizations (IGOs), and their diplomats to 

conduct diplomatic outreach and public 
diplomacy.



https://talkmarkets.com/content/stocks--equities/elon-musk-tweets-use-signal-unrelated-penny-stock-soars-1200?post=292264



https://www.slideshare.net/numeroteca/arab-spring-spanish-recolution-and-occupy-movement-
mainstream-media-vs-social-media-coverage



https://www.theguardian.com/technology/2021/oct/22/twitter-admits-bias-in-
algorithm-for-rightwing-politicians-and-news-outlets

https://www.hindustantimes.com/india-news/twitter-says-its-algorithm-amplifies-right-
wing-political-content-101634926182240.html



https://www.washingtonpost.com/business/2021/10/26/conservative-media-misinformation-facebook/



https://themarkup.org/google-the-giant/2021/04/08/google-youtube-hate-videos-ad-keywords-blocklist-failures



https://adfontesmedia.com/interactive-media-bias-chart



https://www.visualcapitalist.com/50-cognitive-biases-in-the-modern-world/



https://transforminghate.eu/chapter3/https://www.un.org/en/genocideprevention/documents/UN%20Strategy%20and%20PoA%20on%20Hate%20Speech_Guidanc
e%20on%20Addressing%20in%20field.pdf





https://www.ontotext.com/knowledgehub/fundamentals/dikw-pyramid/







https://www.aman.net.au/?page_id=1613



https://www.rcmediafreedom.eu/Dossiers/Hate-speech-what-it-is-and-how-to-contrast-it



https://www.hrc.co.nz/files/2915/7653/6167/Korero_Whakamauahara-_Hate_Speech_FINAL_13.12.2019.pdf
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Maybe more surprising is the temporal evolution after the attack. We may 
expect a significant change, maybe a shift toward positive news. That would 
correspond to noticeable attempt by journalist to use a wider emotional 
palette while talking about the Muslim communities, an attempt to move away 
from stereotyped representations. Yet, despite a visible increase of the 
emotional variance, and a small shift toward less negative emotions, the 
overall tone remains negative.

A sadder history: The negative emotional tone of the news is not found, on the 
other hand, in the contrast group (the news relating to the Christian 
communities). Fascist In the previous figure we look at the emotional 
distribution across the 4 groups (in different shades of blue News about the 
Muslim communities, in violet news about the Christian communities). It is 
noticeable how the Christian related news are roughly neutral (the median and 
the mean are close to zero), and positive and negative news are equally 
represented (the tails of the distribution are somewhat symmetric around the 
zero). On the other hand, the news about the Muslim communities are visibly 
shifted toward the negative emotional tones. The difference between the total 
(dark blue), before the attack (blue), and after the attack (light blue) periods 
are small in comparison to the difference with the control group. If the 
emotional palette used by the journalist has changed (and I'm sure many good 
journalist in Aotearoa are trying to do it), we could not see the effect in the 
GDELT data.

IMAGE STEREOTYPE: Finally, we took a look at the image tags and topics 
associated with the collected news articles. Images tags are "visual 
description" produced algorithmically by Google's Cloud Vision API; image 
topics are obtained by Google's Cloud Vision API 

Christian Sentiment in Press Muslim Sentiment in Press

https://www.darescience.net/articles/muslim-in-media-hui/
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https://towardsdatascience.com/visualizing-crime-and-twitter-data-for-new-zealand-e79aa5b759ed



Hate Speech Intensity, Triggers and Network


